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Abstract
In this paper we present new S8 S-boxes by using the action of symmetric
group S8 on Advanced Encryption Standard S-box [3,] and use these S-boxes to
construct 4032040320 keys. We apply these keys to Advanced Encryption Standard
and propose a key exchange communication algorithm to make it more secure.
This algorithm is suitable to exchange keys on insecure communication channels
in order to achieve secure communications.
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1. Introduction
Rijndael Block Cipher [3], is based on 128 bits developed by cryptographers,
Joan Daemen and Vincent Rijmen, was adopted as Advanced Encryption
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Standard (AES) by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) on
October 2, 2000 and published as FIPS 197 [11] on 26 November 2001. Currently
AES is one of the most popular algorithms used in symmetric key cryptography
[6].
Apart from S-box transformation, other transformations such as Sub Byte,
Shift Row Operation, and Add Round Key in AES are GF(2) linear, where
GF(2)={0, 1} is a prime field of order 2. Therefore, S-box is the only non-linear
component of the algorithm to provide confusion [13] capability for AES.
Many cryptanalysts have studied structural properties of AES. In [4],
Gerguson et al. presented the simple algebraic description of AES and it’s S-box.
The most important and necessary algebraic structure within AES was further
analyzed in [9], and the polynomial description of AES was introduced in [12].
The S-box has an important role in AES, therefore, most of the work is
focused on S-box improvement. In this paper we present new S8 S-boxes, by
using action of symmetric group S8 on AES S-box [3]. Furthermore, we use these
S-boxes to construct 4032040320 secret keys from S8 S-boxes, and then we use
these keys in AES and propose an algorithm which is more secure when two
parties wish to communicate over an insecure line of communication.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly present the basic
structure and the algebraic expressions for the original S-box as used in AES. In
Section 3, we introduce the proposed new S8 S-boxes. The section 4 presents
some important properties such as nonlinearity, differential uniformity, bijective
property, and algebraic complexity of these S-boxes. We explain the new
algorithm in section 5 and demonstrate why this algorithm is more secure. The
conclusions are presented in section 6.

2. Algebraic Expression of AES S-box
In [14], an algebraic expression for original AES S-box is presented. These
expressions are derived from the function in GF(28). As GF(28) is a finite field,
therefore, the multiplicative inverse of every element exists and 0→0. This
multiplicative inversion for the function F(x) is as follows:
−1

F ( x) = {0x,

,

x≠0
x =0

The affine transformation is decomposed in to two steps: 1) L(x) be a linear
transformation in GF(28) given as

y = L(x)
and 2) the AES S-box construction is the addition with the constant value of 99.
We define the affine function H(x) in GF(28) as
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H ( x) = x ⊕ 99
The original S-box of AES is the composition of these functions given as,
Sbox AES = H o L o F

(1)

3. New S-boxes
In this section, we apply the permutations of S8 on the original S-box [14],
and sequentially construct 40320 new S-boxes. The procedure is shown in Table
1.
Table 1: Action of S8 on S-box
π1(SboxAES)
=
Sbox1
π2(SboxAES)
=
Sbox2
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
π40320(SboxAES) = Sbox40320
Where π1, π2, π3,…, π40320 are in S8. The algorithm to compute S8 S-boxes is
presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Algorithm for S8 S-boxes
AES S-box
↓
Convert elements of AES S-box
into binary form
↓
Apply permutations of S8 on
elements
↓
We get 40320 S8 S-boxes

An example to construct new AES S8 S-boxes from the original S-box is
shown in Figure 1. The permutation used in the construction is π=(8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3,
2, 1). Additional 40319 S-boxes can be constructed by applying permutations as
given in Table 1.
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4. Analysis of S8 S-Boxes
We present some common properties found in different S-boxes to
demonstrate the strength of proposed algorithm.

4.1. Algebraic complexity

Algebraic complexity of S8 AES S-box, is remains the same as AES S-box [3]. As
we are applying permutations on S-box which does not effect the algebraic
complexity of S-box.
4.2. S8 S-boxes are Bijective

In GF(28), if all the elements are input of a S-box, the output always takes
unique values in GF(28). S8 S-boxes are bijective.
Table 3: An example of bijective S8 S-Box

4.3. Nonlinearity

The upper bound of nonlinearity is: N(f)=2n-1-2n/2-1 [5] for S-box in GF(2n). As
S-box in AES is in GF(28), the optimal value of N is 120. In this case N(πi(H◦L◦
F))=112. The S8 S-box is not completely a nonlinear function, therefore, its
nonlinearity approaches the upper bound. As a result, it can effectively resist
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linear cryptanalysis [8].
4.4. Differential uniformity
Definition: Consider two finite abelian groups G1 and G2 and define a mapping
f:G1→G2. This mapping is differentially δ-uniform if for all α ∈ G1, α ≠ 0 and β
∈ G2, and
| {z ∈ G1 | f ( z + a ) − f ( z ) = β } |≤ δ

As presented in [6], the lower bound of differential uniformity of n×m S-box is
δ=2n-m+1. This class of S-boxes is called almost perfect nonlinear [1].
Now we prove this property for our S8 S-box. Proof: Let A=H◦L be an affine
over GF(28). S8 S-box is constructed as πi (A◦F) where πi ∈ S8 and F is inversion
function. As AES S-box is differentially 4-uniform [10], so our S8 S-box is also
differentially 4-uniform because πi: GF(28)→GF(28) is also differentially
4-uniform.
Table 4: Properties of S8 S-box
S-box

Non-line
arity

Differential
Uniformity

Algebraic
Complexity

Bijection

Opt.
Value
AES
S8
S-box

120

4

255 terms

Yes

112
112

4
4

9 terms
9 terms

Yes
Yes

5. Use of S8 S-boxes for construction of secret keys
The aim of S8 S-boxes is to construct secret keys for AES. The proposed
algorithm is as follows:
We consider a set |X| which consists of SubBytes
X = {SubByte1 , SubByte2 ...SubByten }

where, n ≤ 40320
and a set Y of S8 S-boxes
Y = {S8 S − boxi }
where, i = 1,2,3...40320
And define a function
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f : X →Y
We can define n40320 functions between X and Y [15] where n=|X|. The basic
purpose of this function is to substitute S8 S-boxes in SubBytes, therefore, we have
n40320 options to substitute S-boxes in SubByte when |X|=40320, we have total
options of 4032040320 functions. In addition, it is important that every SubByte
takes a single S-box. If f is a singleton function then f(ai)=a, where a is a fixed
S-box and every SubByte uses S-box a. If f is injective function then every
SubByte uses a different S-box with the condition that |X| ≤|Y|. The keys are
initially defined as,
ai = f i : X → Y
where fi are functions, this implies that we have n40320 secret keys. Now we use
these keys in Advanced Encryption Standard.
In order to demonstrate the proposed algorithm, suppose we wish to
exchange a secret message across an insecure communication line. The secret key
is also exchanged during the communication process over this insecure line. This
can be accomplished as follows.
Both the originator and the receiver of message must have these keys defined
prior the start of communications. Using the AES with a particular key, say a1, the
originator of the message encrypts his data of length 16 and sends it across an
insecure line of communication. The sender also informs the receiver about the
particular key (in this case a1), with which he/she is encrypting the message, and
as a consequence, the receiver can decrypt this message by using the defined key.
Remark: If the keys are encoded using injective functions, the proposed
algorithm performs better as compared to other algorithms which use non
injective function.

Table 5: Proposed Algorithm
Round Data In
↓
SubByte
a1, a2, a3...,an where n ≤4032040320
↓
Shift Row
↓
Mixed Column
↓
Add Round Key
↓
Round Data Out
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6. Conclusion
The encryption method presented in this paper is more secure for a system
in which two parties attempt to establish a secure channel. The exchange of secret
messages via an insecure line of communication utilizes n40320 key options
available at the initiator. The originator of the communication session has the
option to change the keys with every message of length 16. If someone wishes to
break the code of this system, two options are available: either he checks all n40320
keys or he observes the alphabet frequency of encrypted message, In case 1 if we
consider simplest option for |X|=n=2 then we can have 240320 (which is extremely
large) secret keys, and if code breaker make millions of calculations per second
even then he needs thousands of years to decrypt the message. In second case, this
code provides similar complexity as AES.
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